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text domain publication date medium
imaginative (19%) 1960-74 (2%) book (57%)
natural & pure science (4%) 1975-1984 (5%) periodical (32%)
applied science (8%) 1985-1993 (91%) misc. published (4%)
social science (16%) unknown (2%) misc. unpublished (5%)
world affairs (20%) to-be-spoken (1%)
commerce & finance (8%)
arts (7%)
belief and thought (3%)
leisure (14%)
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This concordance was generated by:This concordance was generated by:

User: unknown (unknown)
Date: Fri Jan 11 15:19:14 2019
Corpus: bnc

British National Corpus (XML edition)
Subcorpus: BNC:Last
Number of Matches: 5494
Left display context: 25 characters
Right display context: 25 characters

Query text: 

BNC; "lovely" ;

117507: nally fulfilled , as many lovely ones . Amis also likes t
301274: ; Venica ) which is quite lovely . So it should be at £10
338909: . `` Conroy , angel ! How lovely to see you ! '' She twin
341748: calmly . `` It will be a lovely surprise for them both w
345721: if you like . I 've got a lovely mirror . It 's much bett
352106: ` No . It would have been lovely , but it could n't reall
352869: nd saying I think he 's a lovely gentleman ! '' `` Oh he
355826: id say Mr Merrivale was a lovely young man ! '' They were
387382: aking it for us . It 's a lovely photograph --- I still c
398912: '' `` Ooh , that would be lovely . Let me get the little
404026: coffee ? '' `` No , it 's lovely , thank you . '' `` Do n
422343: either . She 's a really lovely woman but she 's not ver
424001: nch . '' `` That would be lovely , thank you . Any time w
440225: the place but is far too lovely a plant to write off jus
441077: ental cabbages can make a lovely late display , and they
443602: , slightly acid flavour , lovely both for cooking and for
443744: : sweet and juicy with a lovely flavour and large fruits
450308: er 's edge and you have a lovely place to sit and admire
453548: ds tending to remain this lovelyWonderful worm factories
454968: ysanthus are particularly lovely and extremely reliable .
455715: My firm favourite is the lovely I. `` Katharine Hodgkin
458317: a time . It should make a lovely display against `` Black
461546: he most of roses I have a lovely plant of Rosa glauca whi
589000: t . He told her she had a lovely body and when she went t
593303: Come in ! '' Lucy was as lovely first thing as always .
594369: nd why not , you 're both lovely . But this is turning in
597767: ut gently . `` That was a lovely party . I like your frie



female male

lovely attestations 1265 751

corpus size 11983120 11983120

contingency table for lovely
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find agentless passives



a:[ pos = "N.*|J.*|V.*|AV.?" & pos != "NP0"] 
           [ word="and|an"%c & pos="CJC"] 
   [pos=a.pos]

find coordination



Hanks, a lexicographer … hypothesized that strong is an 
intrinsic quality whereas powerful is an extrinsic one.
Thus, for example, any worthwhile politician or cause can 
expect strong supporters, who are enthusiastic, convinced, 
vociferous, etc.,
but far more valuable are powerful supporters, who will 
bring others with them.

Introduction to the Special Issue 
on Computational Linguistics 
Using Large Corpora 

K e n n e t h  W. C h u r c h *  
AT&T Bell Laboratories 

R o b e r t  L. M e r c e r  t 
IBM T.J. Watson Research Center 

The 1990s have witnessed a resurgence of interest in 1950s-style empirical and statisti- 
cal methods  of language analysis. Empiricism was at its peak in the 1950s, dominat ing 
a broad set of fields ranging from psychology (behaviorism) to electrical engineering 
(information theory). At that time, it was common practice in linguistics to classify 
words not only on the basis of their meanings but  also on the basis of their co- 
occurrence with other words.  Firth, a leading figure in British linguistics during the 
1950s, summar ized  the approach with the memorable  line: "You shall know a word 
by the company  it keeps" (Firth 1957). Regrettably, interest in empiricism faded in the 
late 1950s and early 1960s with a number  of significant events including Chomsky 's  
criticism of n-grams in Syntactic Structures (Chomsky 1957) and Minsky and Papert 's  
criticism of neural networks in Perceptrons (Minsky and Papert  1969). 

Perhaps the most  immediate  reason for this empirical renaissance is the availabil- 
ity of massive quantities of data: more text is available than ever before. Just ten years 
ago, the one-million word Brown Corpus (Francis and Ku~era, 1982) was considered 
large, but  even then, there were much  larger corpora such as the Birmingham Cor- 
pus (Sinclair et al. 1987; Sinclair 1987). Today, many  locations have samples of text 
running into the hundreds  of millions or even billions of words.  Collections of this 
magni tude  are becoming widely available, thanks to data collection efforts such as the 
Association for Computat ional  Linguistics' Data Collection Initiative (ACL/DCI),  the 
European Corpus Initiative (ECI), ICAME, the British National Corpus (BNC), the Lin- 
guistic Data Consor t ium (LDC), the Consor t ium for Lexical Research (CLR), Electronic 
Dictionary Research (EDR), and standardization efforts such as the Text Encoding Ini- 
tiative (TEI). 1 The data-intensive approach to language, which is becoming known as 
Text Analysis, takes a pragmatic approach that is well suited to meet  the recent empha-  
sis on numerical  evaluations and concrete deliverables. Text Analysis focuses on broad 
( though possibly superficial) coverage of unrestricted text, rather than deep analysis 
of (artificially) restricted domains. 

* AT&T Bell Laboratories, Office 2B-421, 600 Mountain Ave., Murray Hill, NJ 07974. 
t IBM T.J. Watson Research Center, P.O. Box 704, J2-H24, Yorktown Heights, NY 10598. 
1 For more information on the ACL/DC1, contact Felicia Hurewitz, ACL/DCI, Room 619, Williams Hall, 

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104-6305, USA, (tel) 215-898-0083, (fax) 215-573-2091, 
(e-mail) fel@unagi.cis.upenn.edu. For more information on the LDC, contact Elizabeth Hodas, 
Linguistic Data Consortium, Room 441, Williams Hall, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, 
19104-6305, USA, (tel) 215-898-0464, (fax) 215-573-2175, (e-mail) ehodas@unagi.cis.upenn.edu. Send 
e-mail to smbowie@vax.oxford.ac.uk for information on the BNC, to lexical@nmsu.edu for information 
on the CLR, and to eucorp@cogsci.edinburgh.ac.uk for information on the ECI. Information on the 
London-Lund Corpus and other corpora available through ICAME can be found in the ICAME 
Journal, edited by Stig Johansson, Department of English, University of Oslo, Norway. 

(~) 1993 Association for Computational Linguistics 

Computational Linguistics 19(1) March 1993

distinguish word meanings

http://www.patrickhanks.com/


Dickens’ as if



all lexical verbs and common nouns 3580

action verbs 205

body part nouns 335

Settings 107

Manner 125

LOOK 292

SPEAK 120

FEEL 102

other 298

yes, the body is a big deal!
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http://research.franklin.uga.edu/linglab/corpora

Thank you!
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